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END  OF  2ND TERM EXAMS

ENGLISH     FOR    P.1

NAME:_____________________________________________________

1. Fill  in  the  missing  letters.

m ____th____r                          s ____n                      b___sk___t

2. Write  the  words  correctly.

father grand    ___________________________________

bottlebroken    ___________________________________

koob        ________________________________

3. Use  Yes,  it  is   or  No,  it  is  not.

                                              Is  this  a  stone?

                                               ___________________________________

                                              Is  this  a  hoe?

                                                       ____________________________________

                                                      Is  this  a  wheelbarrow?

                                            
                                            _____________________________________
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4. Read  and  draw.

This  is  a  hat. Here  is  a  short. It  is  a  dress.

5. Match  the  opposites.
clean                                    uncle

big                                         laugh

woman                                dirty

cry                                        small

aunt                                      man

6. Arrange  the  words  in ABC  order.
baby,         axe,        cow,        dog

_____________________________________________________________
mother,      father,      sister,      brother

_____________________________________________________________

7. Write  in  full.

sch.  ______________________          Tr.  __________________________

Mon.  ______________________
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8. Write the sentences correctly.
My   father.  He  is

_____________________________________________________________
A  spade.  This  is

_____________________________________________________________

9. Match  and write in plural form.
One                             We put                        Many

pencil                              en                             oxen

dress                                ves                            ________________

baby                                s                                _________________

water                              es                              __________________

knife                                ies                             ___________________

ox                                   nothing

10. Find small words.

Policeman   ______________________

Carpenter   ______________________

Sunshine      ______________________

11. Circle the odd man out.

rake,       hoe,       sickle,      book

_____________________________________________________________

mother,   aunt,    doctor,   father
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_____________________________________________________________

12. Choose the correct word to fill the gaps.

(a)  Jane  is __________________________the house  now.
                       (clean,    cleaning,     cleaned)

(b)  My aunt ___________________________food yesterday.
                       (cook,   cooking,    cooked)

(c)  I  _____________________________to school everyday.
                  (go,    going,    went)

13. End  with   .    or  ?

(i)  What is your  name

(ii)  Musa  is  a  teacher

(iii) Who is a crying

(iv) That is a family

14. Study the pictures and answer the questions.

                          one                         Two                           three

(a)  John is  washing.   Picture  number  ________

(b)  Jane  is  sitting.   Picture number _______

(c)  James is running.  Picture number ______

15. Underline  nouns  in the  sentences.
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(a)  John is good.

(b)  I  live  at  Jinja.

(c)  On  Sunday I go and pray.

16. Form  sentences  from  the table.

    I  go  to

School

Church

town

to buy  food.

to learn.

to  pray.

1.  _____________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________

17. Read the story and answer the questions.

                                               Our  family.

My  name  is  Mary.  Five  people  are in  this  family.  These  are 
mother, cooks food, father heads the family, aunt carries the baby 
and me I like our family.

Questions.

(a)  How many people are in this family?

_____________________________________________________________

(b) Who  cooks food?

_____________________________________________________________

(c) What is the name of the girl in the story?

_____________________________________________________________

(d) Draw aunt carrying  the baby.
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                                                                                 ** The  End. **

                                                    


